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President
Charles J . LaBlonde

AMER I PEX '86

The excitement is mounting (no pun intended) as AMERIPEX
draws closer . Each day it becomes clearer that the
show will be one to remember for collectors of Switzer-
land and Liechtenstein . Doctor Dahinden, president
of the Swiss Union of Stamp Clubs, will be at AMERIPEX
as well as Georg Valko, chairman of the Swiss Expertiz-
ing Committee . We anticipate that Mr . Valko will
present a slide show and lecture at one of our meet-
ings . For postal history buffs, Paul Heininger of
Bern will have some of his collection on display,
even though he may not make the show himself . Paul
has published a book on Bern postal history and is
now working on a comprehensive Fischer Post book.
For our Liechtenstein fans, Hugo Meier, Director
of the Philatelic Service, will be at AMERIPEX . These
are only some of the highlights . See you there.

But don ' t save all of your pennies for AMERIPEX.
Any day of the week, year around, Emil Tobler can
put beautiful Swiss Material on your doorstep via
our sales circuits . If you have not yet signed up
as a buyer, you ' re missing a real good deal . Good,
scarce material at reasonable prices, in the comfort
of your own home, that ' s our sales circuits . Don't
be left out.

Finally as you may be aware, Switzerland revised postal
rates on 1 January 1986 . The PTT publishes a very
nice single page summary of the current postal rates.
With today's emphasis on covers, especially correctly
franked covers, the PTT list is a very handy item.
If you would like one, just drop me a SASE.

Happy collecting,
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Talk
to
me!

EDITORS COMMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

	

STEVE P . TURCHIK

This is our last issue before AMERIPEX . We all hope that the
efforts that have gone into it will represent our society at
this great philatelic happening.

In yesterday's mail I received one of the Emil Tobler Circuits
in the mail . I can tell you it was well worth looking through.
Unfortunately, having to finish TELL, I took a couple of items
and sent it on it's way to the next fellow . Why not fill out
the pull-out in the centerfold and mail it today . You will
find many nice items to fill out your collection.

Also in this issue, you will see seven pages of auction items.
I was not able to place the auction in the middle because of
the excellent article by Henry Ratz . Bill Lucas tells me that
the deadlines will be changed to accommodate every member wanting
to bid in the mail sales . If there is doubt, send your bids
anyway . Also, Bill is now looking for items for his next sale.

I have been getting letters relating to membership dues, changes
of address, and the like . Please send all items dealing with
membership to Secretary of AHPS, Richard T . Hall . Be sure to
have your dues paid well in advance . It will make his job easier
and give better service.

Who is Ed Chalfant? Ed is the owner of Riviera Stamps and has
been a long-time advertiser in TELL . Recently I started getting
price and auction list . There were many interesting and reason-
able offers, I believe . Below is a picture of Ed talking with
some of our members at a meeting at SESCAL, President Chuck
is in the center background . Ed is front left in photo.
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was a rousing success and of historic proportion . In their never-ending de-

sire to be free of any outside dominance by its omnipotent neighbors the
Swiss Alliance in arms challenged early on their enemies on two major fronts:
The mighty Habsburg empire on the north and east (the only "German" empire
that lasted more than a 1000 years!) and the Burgundians in the west . Both
were knocked out and lost their taste to try for some more again in rather

"quick " 1-2-3 punches, earning the young Swiss nation the kind of respect

and reputation that would enable it to grow and prosper considerably for
around a half a millenium (till it crumbled soft, rotten, and leaderless
under the boot of Napoleon ' s armies).

THE SWISS ALLIANCE AT THE OUTSET OF THE BATTLE OF SEMPACH IN 1386

sempach 1386
Swiss vs . Habsburg 2 :0

By Henry Ratz

It ' s rather
new issues in
tion) shortcuts.
the 600th anniversary

	

of
choice and color would suggest

unfortunate, but some of the latest of
Swiss stamps show some design (or selec-
The upcoming 50 cts value commemorating

the battle of Sempach is such a dud . Subject

that the old Swiss lost that battle . Yet, it



Sempach was the second battle against Habsburg . As the map on the facing
page shows, the Swiss Alliance, from its original mutual defense pact
sworn in 1291 among the three tiny regions of Uri, Schwyz and the Wald-
stätten, had swelled in some 90 years by a considerable margin . Luck had
it that the up-and-coming house of
thus establishing among others the
rich as free cities . By joining
ance together with the city of Lu-
foundations, shielding the north

ding routes . Yet, Habsburg ' s grip

and it was Luzern ' s time to become
the austrian-dominated lands that
them once and for all of the feudal
fered thru centuries . It so happened
Habsburg had other ideas. It ' s young
Leopold the Third, had recently
empire and the new tiny Swiss nation

heck out of his pride and he was de-

Undaunted, the people from the
ship of Mayor Klaus von Matt, started

freeing surrounding towns and entire
husen, Willisau, Sempach and giving
German : Pfahlbürgerrecht).What broke
storming and burning of the much ha-
the soldiers of Luzern and their
1385. In less than a month the town
first declaration of war (letter of
delivered by Count Ulrich von
Würtpold assembled an army in Brugg,

armed its troops and reinforced its
naged to bring the Austrian blood to
forays and destruction of the castles
the occupation of the towns of Richen
they actually leveled because they
cost them 140 lives) . In the meantime,

had stationed a strong contingent of

temberg.
Luzern
walls and
a boiling

of Baldegg,
see and

were enticed
the Swiss
armed men in

Zähringen died out prematurely
two major cities of Bern and
Zü-forces with the Swiss, the
Alli-zern gained much needed corner
and west flanks and its major tra-

over substantial terrain persisted
increasingly apprehensive about
surrounded it . It was time to free
dependencies under which they
suf-that cocky and ever-expanding
warlord of the Austrian line, Duke
added substantial terrain to his
of mountain farmers irritated the

termined to teach them a lesson.

city of Luzern under the leader-
to gnaw away at his empire by

valleys like the Entlebuch,
Wol-them Associate citizen status (in
the camel ' s back though was the
ted bailiff nest of Rotenburg by
German mercenaries on December 28,

council of Luzern received their
feud, as they called them then),

While Duke Leo-
feverishly re-

towers and ma-
point with quick
Lieli, Reinach,
Meienberg (which
into a trap that
confederates

Zürich, the most
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likely target of the duke ' s rage . Surprisingly, however, Leopold III,

named "The Glorious Knight without Fear and Blame " , directed his army to-
wards Zofingen and reached Sursee by July 8th, ready to start its final
assault of the now Swiss-occupied Sempach and Luzern by the following day.

By late morning on the 9th of July, 1386, one vanguard under the command

of the Knight Ruotschmann von Rinach reached the town of Sempach with
Leopold ' s substantial main force not far behind . Some 5000 knights,

horsemen and footsoldiers comprised his army, made up of citizens from
towns and villages of the Aargau, Thurgau, Schaffhausen, Alsass, Tirol,
Vorarlberg, reinforced by mercenaries from the Netherlands, Brabant (to-
days Belgium), Rhineland and 200 long lance specialist from Milan.

By noon, under a sweltering July sun, another vanguard under Hans-
Ulrich von der Hasenburg experienced the shock of their lives when re-

connoitering the route towards Luzern : they ran smack into the main force
of the Swiss Alliance they though to be still in Zürich . The Swiss troops,
alerted early of Leopold ' s changed troop movements, had left Zürich the
day before and reached the Meiersholz, a woodsy high plateau about ½ hr.

outside Sempach, in a forced march, thus effectively blocking any further
advance of Leopold ' s army towards Luzern . Worse than the initial surprise

for the Austrians was when it dawned on them that the terrain -- made up
of hedgerows, gullies and creeks -- was totally unsuitable for any large-

scale cavalry attack . Leopold ordered an immediate dismount and had the
horses sent to the rear, a decision that ultimately cost him his life.

The Swiss, leaving the protective woods behind them launched the
first attack and advanced in their usual formation of battle -- a deep
wedge -- but with their short arms (3m halbarts and axes) could not pene-

trate and simply bounced off Leopold ' s army which was arranged in three

equal squares and spiked like a porcupine with the 200 Lombardy long lance

(5 .5m) bearers . The first Swiss assault left 60 men dead on the field, in-
cluding the leader of the Luzern contingent, Petermann von Gundoldingen.

Yet, on the other side the knights felt rather clumsy on foot and the heat
was slowly getting to them under their usual heavy garb of iron and lea-
ther armor . But still, they advanced and the two wings started pivoting,
thus threatening the flanks of the Swiss . A sharp order from their rear
called for an orderly retreat . Slowly the Swiss disengaged themselves
and went back into the cover of the woods . Hastily, they assessed the
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situation and regrouped while cooling off
in the shade . The two major shortcomings

of their first attack got plenty of atten-
tion by their leaders and it was quickly
decided to abandon the wedge formation for
a more secure square . Common sense and a large
dose of heroism on the part of a young and
strong squad leader from the Nidwalden,
Arnold von Winkelried, solved the second
problem. He asked for a number of
pikes which he tied up in a bundle
and moved himself into the front
rank, surrounded by some of his

strongest soldiers . They knelt down
for a last prayer, with Winkelried

asking his countrymen to take care
of his wife and children should
they come out of this victorious.

Then, with the shout from a

thousand throats and horns blasting
the Swiss launched their second
assault with Winkelried leveling his
bundle of pikes onto the tips of the long lances in the frontline of the

Austrians and pressing them down with his own body weight . The gap of
ten immobilized pike bearers was immediately filled by the forward pres-
sing Swiss warriors who hacked themselves a path of utter

	

destruction
thru the ranks of the bewildered Austrians until they reached the rear
of the foot soldiers where their leaders, still in the saddle, tried in
vain to reestablish some order in the panicking mass . They too were hauled
down from their horses and cut to pieces . Simultaneously, the Swiss had
attacked the wagon train . However, its guard had already cut the horses
loose and had fled the onslaught . By the time the knights realized that
the battle was lost and tried to flee on their horses there were none
left . Thus, a whole generation of Austrian noblemen (400) were left dead
on the battlefield, among their 35-year old leader Leopold III, as well
as 1800 soldiers and 200 Swiss . The banner of Habsburg was captured, so
was the main banner of Austria.

As customary, the Swiss stayed for three days on the battlefield,
tending the wounded and burying the dead as well as splitting the spoils.
Ludwig Feer, the bravest from Luzern, was rewarded with the golden armor
of Duke Leopold . The people from the Nidwalden took their dead home,
among them von Winkelried . Leopold III, together with 60 of his knights,
was buried in the cloister chapel of Königsfelden (near Vindonissa).

-------------------

Some of this story might not have happened exactly as described . The
problem was that the history of the young Swiss "nation" was not properly
recorded . A first attempt was made in 1470 only, with the so-called
White Book of Sarnen . Five generations had come and gone since the ori-
ginal pact was sworn and a feat here and there might have been embellished
in the passing times . Still, the romantic in me would have preferred if
the powers in Bern had come up with a design more befitting a rather
heroic gesture and battle . After all, Switzerland today exists -- and we
in turn are able to collect stamps from this country -- as a result of
the strong will, stubborn resistance and the love for freedom displayed
for centuries by its forbears, as well as their courage, undivided de-
votion, discipline and loyalty to the flag and their brothers in arms . To
me, a reproduction of a dead piece of map doesn 't quite do them the much
deserved honor! Mutig, mutig, liebe Brüder . . .

/ Drawings by H. Witzig
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ROMANSH (ROMANSCH ; RHAETO-ROMANIC) IS 2000 YEARS OLD

Adapted from the Swiss-American Review, and Alain Pichard's
article,"A Minority Consolidates Itself," SAR, December 18,
1985, and restated here by permission given by the SAR.

In Savognin, on the Julier Pass route, there was a week-
long celebration of Romansh in the form of courses, Thea-
ter, round table conferences, et al ., earlier this fall, and
there were hundreds of participants speaking the language
which evolved from the Latin language that was imported by
the Romans upon conquering the Eastern Swiss alpine regions
2000 years ago . The date, of course, was chosen a bit arbi-
trarily ; but the double millenium nevertheless is history.

Rhaeto-Romansh is spoken by only about 1% of Switzerland's
inhabitants, and for decades the German language made such
inroads on it that it nearly became extinct . In 1938, this
language was officially acknowledged as one of Switzerland ' s
four languages, but only on a national level . On internati-
onal documents, such as a passport, only German, French and
Italian are used . Towns with a majority of Romansh-speak-
ing inhabitants, however, did receive recut or new postal
canceling devices following that official recognition in 1938
and occasional changes of a town's official name still occur
today, once in a while.

One of the difficul-
ties stems from the
fact that this is not
one unified language
but actually 5 major
dialects which dif-
fer substantially, a
fact which is under-
stood when looking
at a map of this can-
ton of about 300
often sparsely pop-
ulated and difficult
to reach valleys.

The accompanying map
shows the names and
the regions of these
five major sub-languages . They area 1, Sursilvan (or Sur-
selv) spoken in the valley of the Vorderrhein to the west of
Chur, the capital of the Grisons, and intersplotched with a
number of German-only speaking enclaves settled by Valsers;
2, Sutsilvan, the most endangered dialect, spoken only in a
few villages along the Hinterrhein valley and in the Avers
tributary valley ; 3,Surmiran, spoken in the Oberhalbstein
district (where the festival took place) ; 4, Puter, one of 2
Ladin subdialects, spoken on both sides of the Albula pass
and including the Upper Engadine ; and 5, Vallader, the lan -
guage of the Lower Engadine (or valley of the Inn/En) and
the valley of Müstair across the Fuorn (Ofen) pass . (The
white areas on the Grisons map are German or Italian speak-
ing sections of the Grisons canton .)

Continued on page 75.
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

Hello everybody! Hope you are well into a pleasant Spring by now . The
new Spring issues are out from the FL ; and once again they are high
quality . Those who collect the Vaduz Castle as a topic will be happy
as there are some new views . Another item of interest is that the de-
signer of this year's Europa issue, Herr Louis Jaeger, was also the de-
signer of the now popular and expensive 1960 Europa issue from Liech-
tenstein.

Remember the FL study group will have a meeting at Ameripex at 10 :00am
on May 24 in the Allegheny B room in the O'Hare Hyatt Regency right
across the street from the convention center . Don't miss it!

The German Ring of FL collectors reports new forgeries of the 1951 Prince
and Princess issue (Mi . 304-05) . Be sure and check the perforations
carefully to make sure they are correct . More information upon request,
or in Liechtenstudy. The expertizer Bruno Rupp also comments that these
mint "stamps" were purchased for approx . 20% of catalog and warns that
"bargains" in the area of blue chip philately are often not what they
seem. Horse sense makes good sense . Also reported by the Ring are faked
cancels on the first Airpost issue (Mi . 108-13) . These are clean corner
cancels in dark blue ink of a double ring type cancel that was never
used in the FL.

The 1984 FL Post Office Year report is out . The total number of sub-
scribers to the FL new issue service is 111,525 . The country rankings
according to greatest number of subscribers are as follows : Germany,
Switzerland (inc . FL), Austria, France and USA . With some work I think
we can push ahead of France . Let's do it! Spread the word! Also of note
was the substantial number of subscribers in the Benelux countries in
view of their populations. The lowest separate country figure reported
was Japan with only 76 subscribers.

Remember there are new FL postal rates as of 1-1-86 : postcards -1 .10
SF, Letters to 10gr . -1 .40 SF, and registration is an additional 2 .00
SF . ; good to know when you're making up your own covers.

Thanks to Rudy Schaelchli for the article on the 1980 Moskow stamps.
The story seems to get more complicated as the police investigation
continues . More on this as it progresses.

There will be a National stamp show in Vaduz from the 6th to the 9th
of August 1987 . Also initial meetings were held at the Hotel Waldhof
in Schaanwald on December 22, 1985 for the International LIBA 92 to be
held in 1992 . Advance planning is sure to pay off in a fine show.

Irwin Neuhold of Berlin sent along several items concerning maximum cards,
including correspondence from as FIP judge as to what actually constitutes
a maximum card for exhibition purposes. Very interesting . If you collect

Continued on page 58.
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TREAT YOURSELF To AMERIPEX '86
by

William R . Lucas

I borrowed the title from "American Philatelist" Editor Bill Welch, for a
treat it will be for those who attend AMERIPEX.

AMERIPEX '86 - May 22 to June 1, 1986 at the O'Hare Convention Center just
outside Chicago in Rosemont, IL . It will feature four thousand frames of
exhibits with

	

at

	

least

	

10 major Swiss exhibits .

	

It

	

is

	

estimated

	

that

	

to
see all the frames one would have to walk 4 .4 miles.

There will be 172 dealers from around the world including one of TELL's major
advertisers - The Amateur Collector Ltd . of London, England. Sixty-two
governments will also have booths.

AHPS will have the following activities:

a) Meeting: Saturday May 24, 1968 - 1 :00 to 2 :45 PM - Air Canada Room
- O'Hare Hotel.

b) Meeting: Liechtenstein Study Group - Saturday May 24, 1986 - 10 :00
to 11 :45 AM - Allegheny B Room - Hyatt Regency O'Hare Hotel.

c) Meeting : Sunday, May 25, 1986

	

1 :00 to 2 :45 PM - LKM Room, Hyatt
Regency O'Hare Hotel.

d) AHPS table on the floor of the show.

e) Felix Ganz address and slide presentation, Thursday, May 29, 1986.
Title "How to Collect Swiss and Liechtenstein Stamps," presented
on "Country Day ."

f) Cachet with Show Cancel.

Our May 25th meeting will be our Annual Meeting with recognition of the Life
Members in attendance . There is a good chance of a new AHPS Slide Program
making its debut, with any extra time used as a swap session.

See the Liechtenstein Study Group's News Letter for information regarding
the activities planned for their meeting, Saturday May 24th at 10 :00 AM.

On Sunday, May 25th we are privileged and honored to have Georg A . Valko
giving a presentation on "Swiss Postal History 1882 to 1907 ." Mr. Valko
is Vice President of the VSPhV Board, Chairman of the Swiss Expertization
Committee, President of the Commission for Expertizing and the Prevention
of Forgeries of FIP and a Collector and Gold Medal winning exhibitor on the
International Level. Please make a point of hearing Mr . Valko.

Following Mr . Valko will be a "TELL" Advertisers Seminar . Our advertisers
have been invited to give a short talk, answer questions and discuss current
market conditions . Also, this might be a good time to talk about the 5c
"Rayed Star" being shown at AMERIPEX by The Amateur Collector, Ltd.

On the floor of the show, AHPS will have a table which will be used to intro-
duce our society to interested potential new members. We will also use
this table as a meeting place and message center for AHPS members . Also,
Mr . Katcher of the Amateur Collector has offered his booth as a meeting place
for our members . VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED AT OUR TABLE . Please help out meeting
fellow AHPS members and selling our Society to new members . Drop me a line
if you can help . Address: PO Box 2067, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137.

TREAT YOURSELF TO A ONCE IN TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
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Dear Members,
We have had difficulties with late delivery of "Tell ."

Some members have not received their copy until after the
auction closing date . In order to remedy this situation we
are moving back the closing dates of future auctions . Also,
please note that I automatically moved back the closing dates
when we encountered problems . In the future please send
your bids even if you missed the deadline due to the late
arrival of "Tell . "

Auction #65 has a very nice selection of Liechtenstein
Lots which I hope will help add to the interest created
by The Liechtenstein Study Group.

Values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector Catalogs
or estimated retail unless otherwise stated.

For Auction #65 1 sfr = $ .57 and one British Pound =
$1 .41 .

The Closing date for Auction #65 is May 11, 1986.
Best Regards,
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Continued from page 53.

or show these items you should be interested . Write to me for a copy.
Basically it appears that if the photo card and the stamp picture are
not the same it may not be considered technically a maximum card . Even
if the picture on the card is closely related.

Speaking of maximum cards, the Ring sent all members souvenir maximum
cards of the Pope's visit to FL . Very nice . Also, The Vatican made
special covers with a special cancel for the visit . Check with your
friends who collect Vatican and maybe a trade can be arranged.

Did your know that Prince Franz Josef is listed in the FL phone book
under Furst?

If you need an excuse to read Playboy there is an item in the November
1985 issue regarding the Metropolitan Museum exhibition of the Princely
Collection.

If you are like me one of the pleasures of a stamp show is going through
the boxes of covers at the bourse . Occasionally you are able to turn
up an interesting FL item even in the non European section, as demon-
strated by the picture cover . I assume that these "unknown" labels were
also used in Switzerland during this time . The cover also has a Ruggell
backstamp. Anyone have other examples?

Well that's all for this time . Please write with your comments or news.
Let's all work together for a great Ameripex!

HAROLD STRONG

	

Box 15027

	

Waikiki Station

Honolulu, Hawaii 96815
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REVENUE$

	

BY HARLAN F . STONE

HELVETIA STUDY GROUP CHAIRMAN SEARCHES ARCHIVES IN

SWITZERLAND TO FIND UNLISTED REVENUE STAMPS

More than 500 unlisted Swiss revenue stamps have been recorded by Gene Kelly,

chairman of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society's Swiss Revenue Study
Group, since he moved to Switzerland in June 1985.

A retired businessman, Mr. Kelly embarked on his search in an effort to

complete a Swiss revenue catalog left as an incomplete manuscript in 1983
upon the death of Gerald M . Abrams, former president of the American Revenue
Association . Mr . Abrams was compiling the catalog with the help of ARA and
Helvetia members.

Traveling throughout the country, Mr . Kelly has made almost daily discoveries

during visits to municipal and cantonal archives . Local records have also
enabled him to establish dates of usage of previously cataloged stamps.
In addition, he has obtained unpublished listings by Swiss collectors and

has added more than 1,000 municipal and cantonal stamps to his own collection.

Mr . Kelly has been reporting some of this new information in the study group's
newsletter, which goes to 24 members in the United States, England and
Switzerland. He invites other collectors to exchange information with him.
His address is:

Steinerstrasse 15, CH-8253 Diessenhofen, Switzerland
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

	

DALE EGGEN

SOCIETY'S INDEX PROJECT COMPLETED

Release of the first edition of the Society's Index project
is to be in conjunction with AMERIPEX this May baring nounforeseen
problems . The indes is expected to run over 200 8½" x 11" pages
and sell in the range of $12 to $18.

Index coverage starts with the Helvetia Bulletin of 1938 and
runs through 1985 issues of TELL, i .e . the complete life of
our Society (with the exception of a few monthly issues of the
Helvetia Alphorn of which copies could not be located) . A very
comprehensive subject index is the heart of this publication.
The indes is prefaced with a history of our Society starting
with the organizational meeting back in 1938 . A comprehensive
thesaurus is included to enable the user to gain maximum benefit
in using the index.

This index is the result of hundreds of all volunteer hours
by members of our Society's Swiss Philatelic Literature Research
Group . And very special mention needs to be made of the pro-
fessional librarian, Karl Henson, who both computerized the
entries and brought a very professional structure to the index
publication itself.

This is not only by far THE most comprehensive index to Swiss
philatelic literature in the English language, but invaluable
tool for anyone of English speaking/reading origin wanting to
pursue Swiss philately . Everything indexed will be available
through the American Philatelic Society's (APS) American Phil-
atelic Research Library (APRL).

The index will be unveiled and available at AMERIPEX baring
unforeseen circumstances . For a volunteer effort such as this,
your support is needed in purchasing copies and "spreading the
Word ." But much more important is the fact anyone with interest
in Swiss philately can not afford to be without it.

Get your name on a list today for a copy by sending a $5 deposit
made out to the AHPS - sent to:

Dale R . Eggen PO Box 430 New Hartford, NY 13413-0430

Final price will be established at time of actual printing.
Mailing costs will be extra . Format will be loose-leaf, 8½"
x 11" pages punched for 3-ring loose-leaf binder.

Truly a monumental occasion and the first published work (of
it's kind) of your society . It is a must for your library.
If you are going to wait for the second edition, it is at least
five years away!

Dale Eggen, Chairman AHPS ' s Swiss Philatelic
Literature Research Group
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THE FIRST SWISS TETE-BECHE

By Henry Ratz

Pardon my indulgence -- two historic articles in the same issue -- but I

happen to love history . . . This one started 115 years ago, along the river
La Liziane in France, where the former commander of the French Imperial Guard.

nommé Gen. Charles Bourbaki, tried with his French Eastern Army to break-
up the stranglehold the German army held over the area between the Rhine and

Paris. Specifically, he was to relieve the besieged Belfort . His army, made

up of 88 tactical and support units was put together rather pêle-mêle and
in haste with many inexperienced troops and officers mobilized late during
the Franco-Prussian conflict in an effort to stem the German avalanche
(late 1870) . The result was accordingly, it got mauled in a 3-day battle
by the Prussian ' s southern army under the command of Gen . Erwin von

Manteuffel, on January 15-17th, 1871. By strange coincidence, this battle was
fought on the same battlefield near Reichshofen (called Héricourt today),
located halfway between Belfort and Montbéliard) where the old Swiss Al-
liance conducted its most triumphant battle against the Burgundians and
put an end to the reign of Charles the Bold (1474).
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Gen. Bourbaki, his honor tainted,
tried to commit suicide, but even

that failed . General Glinchant

took over and lead his army, whose
southern escape routes were blocked

by the Germans, in a grueling re-
treat over Besançon and then to-
wards the Swiss border . The gene-
ral and his staff were met by the
commander of the Swiss army (mobi-
lized to protect the Swiss neutra-
lity), General Hans Herzog and
his staff, on an icy morning of February 1, 1871 in Les Verrieres and was

granted political asylum (Fig.1) . Once the internment paper was signed

(Fig.9), this half-starved, half-frozen rag-tag army was disarmed and lead
over the border where they were greeted by many locals with baskets of

food, blankets and a fully staffed Swiss Red Cross train, reedy to haul
some 17,000+ wounded away and into the necessary hospital care . The major

crossing point was at Les Verrieres, two minor crossings took place at
Ste-Croix and Ballaigues . The final count included 90,314 men (incl . 2467

officers), 11,787 horses, with 1150 transport wagons, 285 cannons and
72,000 riffles . They also brought with them hundreds of camp followers
(whose fate was not documented) and 200,000 pieces of undelivered mail of
which the Swiss authorities managed to deliver less than 12,000 pieces.

The balance was repatriated with the troops some 45 days later . On the

Swiss side it took some 16,861 soldiers and officers to organize the se-
curity, transportation, and administration of that many internees .

By February 3, the Swiss Council in Bern auth-

orized the Postal Services to declare all re-
gular mail, up to 20g per piece, as free of
any franking . To that effect, an estimated
i Million labels were ordered and printed.
They must have done it in a hurry as
there are no records of the order and
till today, the printer remains

unknown, although most experts assume
that it took place in Bern . The
labels were distributed around the
5th-7th of Feb . to local postmas-
ters of small towns and villages
and to place commanders of the
Swiss army in larger cities,
who in turn had them distri-
bute among the internees . The

rules stated that the labels
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Fig .7

be affixed to the front of the mail
piece and that the collecting post
office apply the regular local cds
as well, but not over the label.
Until such time as the labels were
available, the POs were instructed

to use their FRANCO canceler or use
a hand-written GRATIS . In turn, the
internees were requested to write
the name, rank, and unit number on
the mailings . If you possess any
covers with this world ' s first
franchise "stamp", that request is
one of the most helpful ways to
determine the genuineness of it, as

most unit numbers can be tied to
specific localities of internment, unless they were posted from an in-tran-

sit location or, as happened more often than desirable, the sender did not
bother writing his identification down.

The label itself measures about 32x18 mm and was printed on a purplish-lilac

colored stock of rather inferior quality, backed with a shiny gum . The
few full sheets found thus far measure 472x316 mm and were presumably prin-
ted on a handpress in 4 passes from a type form made up of 8 rows by 7
columns, or 56 label texts . So, after 4 passes a full sheet yielded 224
labels and the best guess is that no more than 1000 sheets were produced.
The sheets were then quartered and distributed in that form, without per-
foration . The labels had to be cut from the sheet with scissors (Fig .2).
It is further assumed that the sheets were printed in the order indicated,
mainly because of press size limitations . Knowing a little bit about type
and printing, I could think of another scenario, but it ' s of no consequen-
ces . Whatever the method was, the sheet yielded 14 gutter pairs (still
today not cataloged, 16 tête-bêche pairs, and one select heart gutter-
tête-bêche block (not cataloged either) . See Fig .3 and 7 . The small num-
bers of such exotic material in circulation would suggest that it stems
mostly from sheets that were in possession of high-placed postal employees,
material that can only be released upon their death.

The "easiest " specialities one can look for would be to seek out labels
with printer ' s errors, although that is by letterpress and handset type

Fig .8
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standards quite a misnomer . Fields 1, 12, 29, 49, 51, and 52 contained l .c.

"c " s with worn cedillas in the word "français" . The effect is that the
cedilla is missing that curved tail and looks more like a comma . Equally

.torn were several "f"s in the same word, located in fields 19, 31, 38, 42,
47, and in a slightly different version in fields 35 and 56.

Two additional varieties were added to the catalog in recent times . Samp-
les of them were graciously supplied for this article by one of our Swiss
members, Pierre Guinand . Fig.

4 shows a rare mint tête-
bêche (compare with Fig .3).
It ' s reverse presentation
would indicate that someone
fooled around the printing
press by altering the

standard sequence, i .e . by prin-

ting the right hand half
first, then turning the sheet
and printing the left half.
I'll bet my collection (not
worth much) that this item
is with us today less as a

result of an error but more
because someone had some fun
and a good smell for its po-
tential . - Fig .5 shows an-
other "printer ' s error " . A
corner of the sheet folded

during the printing and lea-
ving a clear right-sided (not
an offset) impression on the
gummed side . Mr . Guinand has
several different ones of
that type in his collection,

the one shown was the best
reproducable one . My observa-
tion is that it is absolutely amazing that such printer ' s waste survived
the times, while at the same time we don ' t know who the printer was . Some-
one must have deliberately been hoarding such material . Maybe the "Lucky"
one took the secret with him in his grave . . . However, these fold-over
sheets put the handpress theory a bit in jeopardy : it would take some do-

ing (or some utter sloppiness) at the speed one sheet is fed at a time to
create such whirlwind to make the sheets fold over . A production press yes.

The most sought pieces are covers that show the postmark obliterating the

label . In that category one finds the most forgeries . The most common
fakes use obvious cancels that were not even in existence then and were
simply back-dated by the forgers . Our "friend" Fournier (see TELL, June/
July 1983, p . 187ff) did his share in that respect too, he even created
his own cancelers . Most of his pieces were sold as cutouts, more difficult

to trace.

It is estimated that a total of 500-600,000 pieces of letter mail, going
either direction, were handled by the Swiss postal system . In addition,
60,300 money orders were processed involving close to a Million sFr . Not
counted are the aid parcels arriving in great numbers from their loved ones
in France.

By nature , as most of the correspondence containing these labels ended up

in France, all the great collections were to be found in France, the most
noted held by Kastler in Paris and Bauer in Strassburg . Among the many
Swiss specializing in this field, Hermann Ritter of Zürich and one of the

Fig .9
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former editor-in-chief of the SBZ, Albert Auberson, both writing extensively

about this first franchise stamp . The non-philatelic credit, though, be-

longs to Major Davall of the Swiss army's General Staff . By order of the

Fed . Dept . of Military Affairs he documented minutely the events of this

episode . His report of over 300 pages was released in 1873, titled "Les
Troupes Françaises Internées an Suisse à la Fin de la Guerre Franco-

Allemande en 1871 " . If anyone is interested in more specific details about
this episode, the Swiss PTT Library in Bern has a copy of this document.

A couple of statistics might be of interest here : Some 1700 internees died
of their wounds during their stay in Swiss hospitals . Also, the total cost
to the Swiss for the some 45 days average of internment was 12,200,000 sFr .,
a sum fully reimbursed by France by August 12, 1872 . That worked out to
2 .38 Fr . per man and 2 .33 per horse/per day.

Now, let ' s go back once more to the refugee soldiers : As soon as they were
over the border and were fed and clothed properly they were split up in
smaller units and moved (by train, wagons, on horse, on foot) to their fi-
nal destinations . Every canton, except Geneva (due to the close proximity
to the French border) and Appenzell IR (because it already housed internees
from the German army to whom the Swiss added the few prisoners of war the

Bourbaki army brought with them) shared in the burden of housing and feeding
the internees . They were billeted in any large quarter available, from army
barracks to monasteries . Some of the units provided the Swiss with their
first glimpse of foreign "exotic " men with colored skin and fancy uniforms:
Bourbaki ' s army contained a number of regiments of Zouaves (Algerian in-
fantry and Cavalry), Turcos (Algerian sharpshooters), and Zephyrs (African
light Infantry) . Hereafter is a list of towns and villages and the numbers
in cantonment (per state only) . Again, if you own covers you can verify
their cancels against that list.

And to close this story : Peace came rather soon, a treaty was signed be-
tween Germany and France on February 26 and most frenchmen were repatriated
between March 13 and 22, mostly by train but also by ship across the Lac
Leman . The episode is remembered in a stunningly beautiful panorama painted
in the round (360°) by Eduoard Castres who travelled with the Bourbaki Army,
and six other painters, including Ferdinand Hodler (Zum PJ #152) . It took
them 2 years to complete this masterpiece . It is about 40m in diameter and
is housed in Luzern in a corner of the Löwenplatz, a block away from the

famous glacier garden . It ' s a bit hard to find above a car dealer (!) and
the building is in a rather dilapidated condition (shame on you, city of

Luzern living on tourism), but the painting has been restored recently . A
wonderful experience! Pictures 1 and 6 in this article were taken from
this panorama . - And one more point : Pierre Guinand sent me his personal

copy of Hermann Ritter ' s "Sonderdruck by the SBZ, 1954 " titled "Die
älteste Portofreiheitsmarke " . It never arrived . There is a chance that he
might have used someone else ' s name and address . If any of you was the
lucky recipient of this unexpected shipment will you kindly send it to me
so I can return it to Mr . Guinand.

Billetting of the internees per canton

Officers Non-coms and soldiers

Generals and staff (undisclosed)
Balance (2122) :

Zürich (12,283)

Baden, Freiburg, Interlaken, Luzern,
Andelfingen Neumünster

St .Gallen, Zürich .
Benken Pfäffikon

Bülach Rheinau (Cloister)
Dübendorf Richtersweil
Eglisau Stufa
Elgg Stammheim
Embrach Thalweil
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Neuchatel (555)
Colombier
Fleurier

Landeron
Landeyeux
LeLocle
Neuchatel

Geneve	 (120) Geneve

Fortress
Luziensteig (103)

Prisoners
(Cancel :

Maienfeld)

HANS HERZOG

Commander-in-Chief
of the Swiss

army under mo-
bilization
during the

Franco-Prussian
war . Born in

Aarau, studied
mathematics and
Nat . Science.

Worked and
studied in

France, Italy,
Holland, Belgium,

England and
Germany.

Started his mili-
tary career in

1840 as an
artillery

officer, promoted
to General in
1870 . Reverted

back to the rank
of Colonel

after the war
and closed out
his career with

the General Staff.

Höngg	 Uster
Horgen

	

Wädensweil
Küssnacht

	

Winterthur
Marthalen

	

Wülflingen
Zürich

Bern (20,647)
Aarberg
Aarwangen
Affoltern
Belp
Bern
Bönigen
Boltigen
Brienz
Burgdorf

Büren a .Aare Saanen

Erlenbach	 Schüpfen
Frutigen	 Schwarzenb.
Gottstadt Signau

Herzogenbuchs. Spiez

Höchstetten Steffisburg
Huttwyl

	

Sumiswald
Thun
Unterseen
Wangen a .A.
Wilderswyl
Wimmis
Worb
Zweisimmen

Luzern (5,309)
Entlebuch

	

Rathhausen
Escholzmatt Sempach

Heidegg

	

St . Urban
Hohenrain

	

Schüpfheim
Luzern

	

Sursee
Minster

	

Willisau

Uri (387)

	

Altdorf

Schwyz (1017)
Einsiedeln

	

Lachen
Gersau

	

Schwytz
Ingenbohl

	

Wollerau
Küssnacht

Obwalden (364)
Kerns

	

Sachseln
Sarnen

Nidwalden (376)

Glarus (942)
Ennenda

	

Riedern
Glarus

Zug (689)

	

Zug

Fribourg (4899)
Billen

	

Fribourg
Bulle

	

Hauterive
Chatel-St .D .

	

Muten
Cugy	 Romont
Estavayer

	

Rue

Solothurn (3158)
Olten

	

Solothurn

Basel-Stadt (1481) Basel

Basel-Land (1465) Liestal

Schaffghausen (1230)
Neunkirch

	

Stein a .Rh.
Schaffhausen Tayingen
Schleitheim

	

Unterhallau
Appenzell AR (1661) Herisau

St .Gallen (8166)
Altstädten

	

Neu St .Joh.
Balgach

	

Rapperswyl
Berneck

	

Rorschach
Buchs

	

St .Fiden
Ebnat

	

St .Gallen
Flawyl

	

Steinach
Gossau Utznach

Grabs	 Wallenstadt
Kappel

	

Wattwyl
Lichtensteig
Mils

Graublinden (1081) Chur

Aargau (8635)
Aarau	 Murgenthal
Aarburg

	

Muri

Baden

	

Ottmarsingen
Bremgarten	 Rekingen/

Brugg

	

Fisibach
Kaiserstuhl

	

Rheinfelden
Klingnau

	

Rothrist
Königsfelden Rupperswyl

Schinznach fingen
Kreuzstrasse	 Seon
Lenzburg

	

Teufenthal
Meisterschwa. Zofingen

Mellingen

	

Zurzach

Thurgau (4236)
Arbon

	

Frauenfeld
Bischofszell Münsterlingen

Castell

	

Tägerweilen
Diessenhofen Weinfelden

Vaud(8177)

	

Lavey
Aigle

	

Morges
Aubonne	 Moudon
Avenches

	

Nyon
Bex 	 Ollon
Biere

	

Payerne
Cossonay	 Pays-d'Enhaut
Grandson

	

Rolle
La Sarraz

	

Vevey
Lausanne

	

Yverdon
Valais(1111)

Brig

	

St-Maurice
Leuk

	

Sierre

Martigny

	

Sion

Monthey

	

Vouvry

Matten
Meyringen
Münchenbuchs.
Münsingen
Neuville
Nidau
Ringgenberg
Rohrbach

Interlaken
Kirchberg
Kirchdorf
Koppigen
Langenthal
Langnau
Lützelflüh

Wyl bei Stans

Wyl
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POSTMARKS

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
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Continued from page 50.

The difference in the Romansh dialects of Mustèr/ Disentis
(Surselv) and S - cuol/Schuls (Vallader-Ladin) is for ex-
ample far greater than that of the Swiss-German dialects
spoken in Appenzell (Appizöllersch) and the Upper Valais
(Letschen or Gomsisch)

Contributing to the difficulties of preserving the Romansh
dialects (they have practically been wiped out farther to
the east, in the southern Austrian or now Italian valleys
of Friauli, Etsch/Adda and as far as western Jugoslavia
although frequently family names, but more so mountains,
alps, meadows, rivers, and town names to this day show
their Romansh heritage as far as Lake Constance) were re-
ligious splintering as well as the fact that there was no
written language for any of the dialects . Whoever wrote in
one of them more or less made up his own rules . But now,
the religious differences have been put on the back
burners there has been in existence a radio station which di-
ligently broadcasts in all five dialects so that those
speaking another dialect may begin to learn those "other"
words, and since 1982 a fascinating experiment has been
in progressi the preparation of a common, written langu-
age -- The Rumantsch Grischun . This is so formulated that
all Rhaeto-Romanic speaking people would be able to read
it, without having had to learn it . But it shall not su-
persede the traditional dialects.

If the Rumantsch Grischun succeeds in being carried through
the main objections against the official usage of this
language would be dropped, and at least it could, at last,
become the third official language for the Grisons canton,
in addition to German and Italian (the latter spoken in
the southern Grisons valleys of Poschiavo, Bergell/Bre-
gaglia and Misox/Mesocco). It most likely never will grow
to the stature of an official, fourth federal language,
though, because there simply are not enough Romanshs.

The most difficult request made at that bi-millenium is to
preserve and defend Romansh-speaking territories against
the inroads of other languages, especially since the 1980
census showed that the Rhaeto-Romanic people, as things
stood then, belonged to the minority within their own his-
torical territory.

The survival of Romansh as a language is indisputably also
an economic problem . A way must be found to stem the rural
exodus which drains the mountain villages, without, how-
ever, on the other hand setting in motion a tourist over-
development (by the "natives") which, as in the Engadine,
has drawn to the region many Swiss-German immigrants.

The real strategy may lie totally elsewhere : the disap-
pointed and doubtful Rhaeto-Romansh people must be reas-
sured that their language is neither wasted nor condemned
to extinction, and then, from the hearts and souls of the
minority itself will come the solution of continuing a
linguistic heritage which goes back two thousand years.

FG
PS : how many towns changed from German to Romansh names?
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BY P . FELIX GANZBOOK REVIEW

DIE ENTSTEHUNG DER BRIEFMARKE UND
IHRE WELTWEITE VERBREITUNG

By Traugott Haefeli - Meylan . Mondo Publ .;
Lausanne, 1985 . Printers Burl AG Bern.

At present this book is available in Switzerland only
by sending in SFr . 24 .50 plus 300 coupons found on
all sorts of chocolate bars, shoe polish boxes, soups,
jam, and other goods . A second edition, however is
planned for the the general public, including one
in English, if the re-publishers can receive enough
orders for 10,000 copies in German, French and English,
combined .

	

The price then would be approximately SFr.
45 ., plus shipping.

On 167 pages containing dozens of both black/white
and color illustrations the author tries to trace
the background(s) which led to the actual introduction
of postage stamps about 145 years ago . There are
anecdotes, excursions into the origins of writing
and letters in general, chapters on the mails before
the introduction of postage stamps, the Sardinian
"Cavallinis" of 1820, and then a very extensive
treatment of the history of Great Britain's "Penny Black ."
Actually, 82 pages are devoted to this stamp, its
successors, its essays, and its side running postal
stationery ; and later in the book other British inven-
tors, Sir Rowland Hill and related British topics
take up another 25 pages.

Switzerland is represented by fifteen mostly true-
color illustration of early stamps and letters ; but
collectors of Switzerland only would not find much
help from this book . A general collector, however,
someone interested in the beginnings of postal history,
or a Britain collector of that country's first issues
-- provided that the German-only text in this edition
does not present an insurmountable handicap -- will
find great pleasure form this extremely well-made,
excellently produced as well as lavishly illustrated
book.

How to obtain it? If you have a Swiss correspondent
who also collects Mondo coupons you might be in luck.
Without such a help you might address Burl AG, Eiger-
strasse 11, Postfach 3001 Bern, Switzerland . (They
are printers of the Swiss stamp federations monthly
journal which all "internationally orienter" members
of AHPS are receiving .)
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BACK ISSUES OF TELL

	

RICHARD T . HALL

BACK ISSUES OF TELL

Your Secretary will probably be moving to California in the
next few months and would like to lighten his load by getting
rid of his stock of back issues of TELL . So now's the time to
fill in your collection . The postpaid price to members in the

United States is 75c per issue or $5 for 10 or volume, where
available . Foreign members must add sea or air mail postage, as

desired . Minimum order is $1 .50 . Make your checks out to:
R .T . Hall

and mail your order to me at:
Post Office Box 2425
Gaithersburg
Maryland 20879-0425

The inventory is:
Volume 5, 1979

#1 (January) to #11 (December) 2 copies each available

Volume 6, 1980
Combination Number Sept/Dec

	

23 copies available

Volume 7, 1981
#1 (January) to #11 (December) 16 copies each available

Volume 8, 1982
#1 (January) to #11 (December) 5 complete sets available,

several more of selected issues

Volume 9, 1983
No copies of #1 (January), 6 copies of #7 (August), and 16

copies each of the balance of the 11 issues for the year

Volume 10, 1984
No copies of #1 (Jan/Feb) and #2 (Mar/Apr), at least 31

copies of #3 (May/Jun) to #6 (Nov/Dec)

Volume 11, 1985
No copies of #1 (Jan/Feb) and only 6 of #3 (May/Jun), at

least 24 of the balance of the year (#2, 4, 5, 6)

Order early before the stock is depleted and help your Secretary
out!

(Editor ' s Note) A AHPS " Index" has been completed by Mr. Dale Eggen offered at another
page in TELL . Also copies of all old Swiss Society publications are housed at the APS
Philatelic Library, and the Western Philatelic Library is attempting to get a complete file
of past issues.
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UPDATE ON THE PERFIN CATALOG OF SWITZERLAND, 2ND EDITION (1985)

	

F . GANZ

The publication of the catalogue, as usual, has brought out in the open a
number of reluctant owners of items so far not known, not identified, or
otherwise incompletely described.

Robert Hurlimann, the co-author in Switzerland, has prepared a one page
"Addenda and Corrigenda" sheet which the US co-author, Felix Ganz, just
completed translating into English.

Any buyer of the catalogue is entitled to this update sheet, and it will
be sent to you if you send a stamped (22e) addressed envelope to:

Felix Ganz, P08 A3843, Chicago, IL 60690-3843

who will speed it back to you by return mail.

For the record : the catalogue is still available (and new buyers will
the update sheet enclosed) ; but the slide of the US dollar vs . the Swiss
franc now has made necessary the new price of $9, for AHPS members, postpaid.

Order From The Same Address If Interested.

NEW MEMBERS
Respectfully submitted,

As of this writing we have (excluding the above) 501 members
including 7 Life Members .

receive

2189 Richard Powers, California
2190 Peter C . Speers, Texas
2191

	

Hans Stucki, Pennsylvania
2192 Thomas Robert Wesolowski, California
2193 Henry M . Koehler, Illinois
2194 Patricia R . Selby, New York Richard T . Hall
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A LOOK AT MEMBERSHIP

	

RICHARD T . HALL, SECRETARY

WHERE ARE WE FROM?

At the middle of January 1986, the A .H .P .S . had a total of
508 members, unfortunately 122 of whom hadn't yet paid their

1986 dues . But given this snapshot of our dynamic membership
rolls, where did those 508 members come from? As might be
expected, more members come from the more populous states . I'll
leave it as an exercise for the reader to see which state has

the most

	

members

	

per

	

capita .

	

Here's

	

the

	

ranking

	

of

	

the

	

states
with the number of members

	

from each:

California 72 Indiana 6 Arkansas

	

1

New York 63 Colorado 5 Georgia

	

1

New Jersey 31 Tennessee 5 Idaho

	

1

Pennsylvania 29 Delaware 4 Kansas

	

1

Illinois 25 Dist .

	

Columbia 4 Montana

	

1

Florida 20 Kentucky 4 N .

	

Hampshire

	

1

Maryland 19 N .

	

Carolina 4 Puerto Rico

	

1

Ohio 19 Louisiana 3 S .

	

Carolina

	

1

Massachusetts 15 Minnesota 3 W .

	

Virginia

	

1

Michigan 14 New Mexico 3 Alabama

	

0

Texas 14 Oklahoma 3 Alaska

	

0

Washington 13 Hawaii 2 Iowa

	

0

Connecticut 12 Maine 2 Mississippi

	

0

Wisconsin 11 Nebraska 2 N .

	

Dakota

	

0
Missouri 10 Nevada 2 S .

	

Dakota

	

0

Virginia 10 Rhode Island 2 Utah

	

0
Oregon 9 Vermont 2 Wyoming

	

0
Arizona 6

To get

	

a bit more exacting,

	

geographically, let's

	

look

	

at
the groupings by the Postal

	

Service's Sectional Center
Facilities

	

[the first three

	

digits

	

of your ZIP code] :

The most populous SCF is 070 which is in New Jersey ; it has
9 members . There are 8 members in each of four SCFs : 021 in
Massachusetts, 105 in New York, 600 in Illinois, and 940 in
California . There are 7 members in each of these two SCFs : 208

in Maryland and 606 in Illinois . Six members are found in : 064

in Connecticut, 100 in New York, and 900 in California . Six

SCFs have 5 members each : 080 in New Jersey, 190 in

Pennsylvania, 210 in Maryland, 480 in Michigan, 532 in

Wisconsin, and 972 in Oregon . There are 10 SCFs with 4 members

each and 28 with 3 members each.

As far as foreign members, our good neighbors to the north,
Canada, lead the pack with 19 members, 1 of whom lives in
Alberta, 2 in British Columbia, 14 in Ontario, and 2 in Quebec.
Switzerland is second with 17 members, followed by Great Britain
with 7 and Austria with 2 . France, Germany, Ireland, Japan,
Mexico, and The Netherlands each honor us with one member.

LET'S BUILD AHPS IN '86
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As a follow-up to my note regarding the cancel subscriptions in the last issue of TELL (p .23),
the Swiss FIT has just released a new folder (as partially shown here) with a new order form.
The approximate cost per year for each type you might desire is written in (expressed in sFr .).

H .Ratz
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Highlights in this issue

PRESIDENTS CORNER

" SEMPACH "
ROMANSH - 2000 YRS . OLD

AUCTION

FIRST SWISS TETE BEGHE

AND MORE .
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